Joyce offers ticket compromises

by Thomas O'Neill
Staff Reporter

Three compromise proposals for student basketball tickets were offered by University Executive Vice-President Fr. Edmund Joyce to Student Body President Pat McLaughlin yesterday. A special referendum vote will be held today at dinner in the halls and dining halls for students to express their preferred compromise.

The current price for a season basketball ticket is $28 for both padded and bleacher seats. The compromises proposed are:

1. Everyone will receive bleacher seats for a season price of $14.
2. 1,000 padded seats will be sold for the season price of $21, while the remaining 4,400 bleacher seats will sell for $14.
3. All tickets will be $21, with 1,900 cushion seats offered, and 3,500 bleacher seats.
4. 3,500 bleacher seats for $14 and 1,900 cushion seats for $28.

A compromise agreement was originally supposed to be finalized today, but McLaughlin has asked for an extension from Joyce on the final decision until Monday so that student opinion could be solicited in a formal referendum.

"We are asking the students for bargaining power," McLaughlin commented, "and in a sense we are asking for a vote of confidence. We seriously recommend that the students vote for the second proposal, but if the students vote to reject the compromise altogether, it will be up to the students to support a boycott."

Fr. Joyce commented, "We did not foresee this student reaction. It took us by surprise, but we certainly want to act in the best interests of the students, while at the same time considering our present financial problems."

Joyce explained that the recommendation to increase student ticket prices was made last May. It was agreed upon sometime in June and disclosed to the student body Monday. Outraged students reacted with a proposal to boycott the buying of season basketball tickets, while McLaughlin met with Fr. Joyce yesterday afternoon to negotiate possible compromises.

In order to solicit student opinions, McLaughlin visited two of the campus halls last night to confront them with the proposed compromises. He spoke to an estimated 200 students and believed they found the second proposal the most agreeable. He also thought they were in favor of his student referendum.

Concerning the proposed compromises, Frank Flannigian, Student Body Vice-President, commented, "I think the selection of Pat McLaughlin's preference. Compromise number two, is the least of four evils. In my opinion, I don't think the students should have to pay at all to go to the basketball games."

The issue was complicated by Father Hesburgh's disclosure Wednesday of the existence of "Endowment Fund C," a university reserve of $25 million. Father Joyce explained that these surplus funds could not be used to defray the financial loss in lowering student ticket prices.

Fr. Joyce described Endowment Fund C as "extraordinary income that we cannot anticipate, such as the revenue from last year's Sugar Bowl Game." The funds have been invested by the University Executive Association then sends a Committee composed of presidents, deans, department chairmen and professors of other educational institutions to study and evaluate each department and its report.

Finally, the committee meets and draws up a report which explains its findings as well as their recommendation for improvement. The committee also includes its decision on whether or not the institution should be re-accredited.
Doctors Thursday cleared Betty Ford to return home Friday after two weeks' hospitalization for breast cancer surgery and President Ford said his wife is "raring to go."

TITUSVILLE, FLA. UPI + Floridians as far south as Miami were warned Thursday to avoid contact with potentially explosive glass vials of a deadly chemical which has washed up on a 180-mile stretch of North Florida beaches.

BOSTON UPI + Mayor Kevin H. White Thursday criticized President Gerald Ford's statement on Boston's school desegregation controversy and said he will not support further school desegregation programs until the federal government commits itself to helping the city.

WASHINGTON UPI - Doctors Thursday cleared Betty Ford to return home Friday after two weeks' hospitalization for breast cancer surgery and President Ford said his wife is "raring to go."

Washington Post reported that Ford had been cleared to return to the White House and that he would return to Washington after completing his recuperation. The President was flown to the hospital Oct. 6 for surgery after he had been advised by doctors that he would need an emergency operation.

The Post also reported that Ford had been given a course of radiation therapy to combat the cancer, which is believed to have spread to his lungs.

Ford's statement on Boston's school desegregation programs until the federal government commits itself to helping the city.

President Gerald Ford's statement on Boston's school desegregation programs until the federal government commits itself to helping the city.
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Faculty Committee letter

Editor's note: The following letter in response to Fr. Hesburgh's Faculty Address was written by the eight members of the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate. The letter focuses on Hesburgh's announcement of a $600 salary supplement for faculty. Charging Hesburgh with "an insensitivity toward faculty feeling that was tantamount to arrogance", the Executive Committee detailed efforts by the Faculty Senate and the AAUP to persuade the administration to grant a salary increase.

Over the past six months, the faculty, through the Senate and the AAUP, has devoted much time and effort to the question of adequate faculty compensation. Specifically, we have made public and submitted to the University administration the following.

1. (April) An analysis of the loss in faculty buying power (AAUP Report on the Economic Status of the Faculty at the University of Notre Dame).
2. (May) A referendum of the entire faculty which overwhelmingly supported the Faculty Senate Statement on Salaries and Retirement.
3. (September) An evaluation of the overall financial status of the University (AAUP Report Measuring the University's Financial Position).
4. (September) An evaluation of Notre Dame's discretionary surplus of unrestricted revenue (Report of the Faculty Senate Committee on Recent University Budgets).
5. (October) A report on Notre Dame's unverifiable salary increase position relative to peer universities. (AAUP Report, Comparative Salary Gains during the 1973-74 Academic Year).

These efforts culminated last week in a reasoned request, from the Senate on behalf of the entire faculty, for a necessary minimum salary increase of $1200 retroactive to the beginning of the 1974-75 contract year.

In spite of this faculty statement, Father Hesburgh announced a $600 salary supplement, not even a permanent salary increase, to be given to the faculty. No specific reference was made to any of these reports, statements, or to the arguments contained in them.

In his annual address to the faculty this fall, the President of the University displayed an insensitivity toward faculty feeling which was tantamount to arrogance. After talking rather at length on the amnesty board, a recent accreding report, which among other things evaluated the financial position of the University as excellent, and the high priority currently being given to building the endowment and to establishing endowed chairs, in the last few minutes of the speech he finally raised the issue of faculty salaries as his last substantive point. We were told of the importance of establishing endowed chairs to reward excellence recognized in distinguished scholars in order to strengthen the faculty and to build the endowment even in these difficult times. To insure the future of Notre Dame, cost at present to Notre Dame's faculty.

In short, it is generally recognized in distinguished scholars, an arbitrary one, there being a large amount of discretionary funds ($1-$2 billion dollars) which could have been transferred to this column of the ledger to produce a much larger surplus.

In its brevity and terminal placement, the portion of Father Hesburgh's speech concerning faculty salaries can only further disappoint and frustrate those who continue to hope for imaginative and just leadership from the President of a major university which also calls itself Christian. Since the accrediting report mentioned, and Father Hesburgh agreed, that a weakness and area of concern at Notre Dame is that of effective communication (e.g., between the administration and faculty), it is particularly unfortunate that he did not avail himself of this opportunity to respond in true dialogue to the sincere efforts and communications of the Senate and AAUP on behalf of the faculty on the compensation issue.

Executive Committee, The Faculty Senate
James T. Cushing, Chairman
Paul F. Conway
Waldeamar M. Goefel
Norman B. Haaster
Leslie H. Martin
Irwin Press
Robert H. Vesoli
Daniel H. Winicur

Tallarida promises support for off-campus students

by David Rust Staff Reporter

A South Bend attorney informed Off-Campus Housing Director Thomas Tallarida Wednesday that his client's intention to bring suit against six Notre Dame students, who are his client's former tenants, for breach of their rental agreement.

The students have decided to counter sue if the suit is actually filed, according to Tallarida. If the suit were filed, the repercussions of the decision upon landlords and student tenants in South Bend, and upon application in general of Indiana statutes concerning the landlord-tenant relationship, would be great, he stated.

William Tallarida deputied St. Joseph county prosecutor for seven years and representing South Bend landlord Ray Milliken, told Tallarida that he would wait to take legal action until after November's local elections.

Tallarida is running for the chief prosecutor's seat, and Milliken is acting as his campaign manager, according to Tallarida.

Tallarida said Wednesday that he was waiting for a decision from the six students involved as to whether or not they would accept Milliken's offer to come back to the house, or else work out some kind of financial agreement with their former landlord, to tell him that his client could wait no longer, and that he was "sorry to make this move."

The six students who maintain to be sued—Michael Welby, Vincent Converse, John Lalley, Mark VanGrisven, David Crowley and Frank D'Ambrame—made their decision to counter sue the same day, said Tallarida.

These decisions to sue follow a seven-month series of events which led the students involved to make a rental agreement with landlord Milliken in April of this year, and then withdraw from it in the latter half of September, charging Milliken with failure to...
Over salary supplement

Faculty reaction mixed

by Matt Yokom
Staff Reporter

Several faculty members expressed mixed feelings yesterday over the $600 salary supplement announced by University President Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh at Wednesday's faculty-president meeting.

Edward R. Trubac, assistant professor of finance and economics, was pleased by a response to the financial concerns of the faculty.

Trubac, also president of the American Association of University Professors at Notre Dame, indicated that there were, however, some disappointments.

"The $600 supplement was only one-half requested by the faculty..." he said.

Another criticism Trubac expressed was that Notre Dame faculty salaries are below the national norm.

President Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh at Wednesday's faculty meeting.
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South Bend food co-op to be considered Monday

by Virginia McGowan

A South Bend food co-op under consideration for use by off-campus will be reviewed Monday night, October 14, in LaFortune Student Center, at 8 p.m., according to Fr. Thomas Tallarida, director of off-campus housing.

The food co-op was put into operation two weeks ago. Located on particular streets such as Food Market, it is a member of the Federation of Co-ops and is based in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Tallarida invites students living on the campus to come to the first meeting. Two of the men who run the co-op, Mr. Engels and Lenny Michaels, will be present at the meeting. Tallarida stressed the reasons for considering this South Bend co-op as a primary possibility for student patronage. "It's a ready-made co-op that has already been established. The operators fulfill the law requirements and are willing to let ND students use their service," he said.

"The 'No Baloney Food Market' accepts one week's order until 8 p.m. each Tuesday evening. By Thursday the orders are collated and on Friday the orders drive to Ann Arbor for the food. On Friday 57, and Albert Claude, 75, both Belgians, shared the $25,000 prize for "their discoveries concerning the structure and functional organization of the cell."

Dr. Nils Ringertz, a spokesman for Sweden's Caroline Institute which handed out the award, said Claude's discoveries substantially helped cancer research and through his centroidal method we can find the tumours very quickly. Ordinarily could cause cancer.

"While the latest in a series of Nobel prizes announced this week. The Peace Prize went to former Japanese Prime Minister Eisaku Sato and for Irish playwright John Millington Synge, and the economics award to Gunnar Myrdal of Sweden and Gerd Grunder of Austria, an Austrian born Briton. Last week two Swedish authors shared the literature prize."

Joyce explains ticket situation (continued from page 1)

university, he explained and the interest from it will be used for academic purposes and to keep tuition at a minimum. "To keep costs down a firm financial base we need desperately," Fr. Joyce continued.

"Our endowment is presently one-tenth of what it should be and we are trying to solicit as much income as we can from outside sources. We try to build up our endowment so that we can have a fixed income each year."

On-campus students can vote in the referendum to be conducted during dinner at the dining halls. Off-campus students can vote in the Student Government office on the second floor of LaFortune between 1 and 3 p.m. this afternoon.

---

---

ROLLING 201: HOW TO ROLL BETTER

Required Textbook: e- wider

Prof. E. Z. Jay

1. Fold the paper (approx. 1/2) at the end that isn't gummed. Sprinkle tobacco into this. Form a 35 chicken roll.

2. Hold both halves of the paper, cradling the tobacco inside with your thumb. Place some gummed to you and your second and third fingers in back.

3. Spin the tobacco by sliding the paper back and forth a number of times.

4. When the tobacco is shaped and packed, pinch the tobacco and the paper at the center so that when you start to roll, the paper will guide itself around the tobacco.

5. Roll the cigarette tightly, beginning at the center; and by pulling, work your fingers out to the ends.

6. Lick the gummed edge closed. Trim loose tobacco from the ends. The cigarette is now ready to smoke.

This course is open to both beginning and advanced students of hand-rolled cigarettes. Emphasis is on easier, better rolling via the use of E-Z Wider double-width rolling papers. The course exposes the disadvantages of conventional rolling practices such as sticking two regular papers together to roll one smoke. Students will learn that there is no better gummed paper made than E-Z Wider.
A Fifth Plan

Today, students will be presented with a referendum which will offer four alternative plans to the proposed basketball ticket price increase. These alternatives are the result of a compromise offered to Student Body President Pat McLaughlin by Father Edmund Joyce, Chairman of the Faculty Board in Control of Athletics.

McLaughlin has made the decision to bring the plans to the students in the form of a referendum, so that he may present the strongest argument possible before Father Joyce. After McLaughlin has done this, Father Joyce must go before the University's executive committee for final approval of the compromise.

This is the referendum's way of supporting a plan for compromise to be brought through the proper channels, so that a more equitable settlement can be made of the issue of basketball ticket prices.

At this time, a boycott would prove futile. An atmosphere of negotiation and compromise has been created, and the students should respond accordingly. It has also become clear that a boycott would not succeed for two reasons: 1) it would not gain the necessary support of the full student body, and 2) the ACC would go ahead and sell the unpurchased student tickets at full price, according to sources.

The four alternatives are:

Plan 1: The students are offered only bleacher seats at the price of fourteen dollars for the season.

Plan 2: The students are offered 1,000 padded seats at the price of twenty-one dollars for the season, and 4,600 bleacher seats for the price of fourteen dollars.

Plan 3: The students are offered 1,900 padded seats and 3,500 bleacher seats, all at the price of twenty-one dollars for the season.

Plan 4: The students are offered 1,900 padded seats at the price of twenty-eight dollars for the season, and 3,500 bleacher seats at the price of seventeen dollars, for a season rate.

Ideally, students deserve the best seats in the house to watch their basketball team. Realistically, this is not possible due to financial considerations. The ACC gets much of the money it needs to operate from the sales of tickets to the public, at a higher price than what they charge students.

It has become clear, though, over the last few days, that the ACC and the University are considering the basketball team as a highly profitable venture. In other words, they're in it for the money.

What is to insure us that, once having given up nine hundred padded seats for all ACC games, we will not lose those seats for good? To be sure, there is a plan not to, through financial coercion, move students out of the padded seats entirely.

When viewed from this perspective, it becomes clear that the issue has become one of students getting the best seats possible at fair prices.

We believe that, whichever plan is chosen, we can predict that the prices will go up again, and at such a drastic rate? In that case, it seems that twenty-one dollars is a great deal to rake for a bleacher seat.

We feel that, in the best interest of the student body, none of the plans offered by Father Joyce is adequate. We propose a fifth plan.

We recommend to Pat McLaughlin and Father Joyce that they fully consider our plans for compromise to the University's executive committee.

The Editorial Board

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

buffoon

Don Roufsard and his crowd of ticketuters in the ACC couldn't have incurred more wrath if they had told the student's that the ACC had been booked solid for the entire basketball season with the World's Largest Longest Running Mobile Mobile. They came, bearing bad tidings, with all the class and savvy of a man going to the dance with a hockey mask. Talk about trying to live the next world: basketball was one of the few things in this University that was progressing at a satisfactory rate. It was something that we could count on in a world where the right to stay in dormitories was snatched away with the ease of proverbial candy from proverbial babies.

But, it must have been hard for them. Imagine the soul-searching, anguished conversations in the plush Convo offices last spring. You thought the Watergate tapes were funny. How about this...

(Names are withheld) A: Yep...looks as though the ticket prices will have to go up.
B: Students, too?
A: Yeah, I think they've got the money, I know.
B: They're not going to be happy about this. There must be some alternative.
D: Perhaps if we gave them something for their money, something that made them feel like this increase was getting them something.
B: You mean, like special half-time shows, things like that?
D: About doing something that they can use, at a price which is only a fifty percent increase.

When viewed from this perspective, it is based on something that we could count on in a world where the right to stay in dormitories was snatched away with the ease of proverbial candy from proverbial babies.

But, why don't we approach it from a different angle.
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Women's sports at Notre Dame, SMC

With an increased female enrollment comes an increased involvement in women's sports
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Interhall athletic competition is on the upswing

by Ellen Syburg
Staff Reporter

When co-ed competition came to Notre Dame three years ago, the office of non-varsity sports instituted a program of interhall athletic competition for women. Since then women's interest has grown to include interhall team participation in football, basketball, softball and volleyball. Tennis and racquetball tournaments have also been established and have provided excitement and enjoyment for those interested.

Two student assistants in the non-varsity sports office, Betsy Bernard and Terri O'Brien, are co-directors of this program, which started in the spring semester. They have come up with an innovative response to the present program as "pretty good." O'Brien feels, "It's a lot better this year. Competition is better, and the women are taking it more seriously." She explained that last year there were many instances of team forfeiting games and missing practice due to lack of interest. Interhall sports is a great way to meet people from other dorms, and adds to the challenge. Interhall sports is a way to do alright too, and we do alright.

The current program includes such intercollegiate sport, and several club sports are starting their first year at Notre Dame. -

Activities for female students.

The athletic Department is concerned in expanding and improving the women's interhall sports, and we do alright too, added Napolitano. "As far as intramurals are concerned, the women can organize things they want, but we can organize them better." As part of the effort to determine the wishes of Notre Dame and St. Mary's women, the Intramural Sports office has circulated an interest and attitude questionnaire, and established a Women's Advisory Board on Athletic Program.

"The structure of the department needs to be changed," said Napolitano. "We'd like to get the whole intramural program away from the line. It'll work out, and we do alright now."

We'd like to have levels of intercollegiate teams in the fall—possibly golf, definitely tennis, and maybe basketball. Volleyball and field hockey are natural sports for women's competition, she emphasized, "because most women have high school experience in them. The team sports have a better chance to achieve intercollegiate status than the individual sports."

"It all depends on the talent and a lot of cooperation from a lot of people, plus some coaching," observed Moore. "There's a basic Mid-West Association of Physical Education College Women in Angola this weekend, where national figures will be discussing the whole topic of athletics for the college woman."

Women's club sports are growing

by Maureen Flynn
Staff Reporter

B.D. Zoner, and the rest of Dohenbury's group aren't the only people currently concerned with women's athletics. As football season approaches, interest is being focused on sports activities for female students.

Tom Kelly and Dominic Napolitano of the Intramural Sports department are just two of those concerned in expanding and improving the women's interhall sports. "The women of Notre Dame are very much interested every year," observed Kelly, "and women's sports are evolving from the intramural level to the club level, etc. We'd like to get a few women's clubs started and successfully—not use a shotgun approach and have half of them fall on their faces."

"We'd like to get the women's students involved, too," added Napolitano. "As far as intermuralists are concerned, the women can have anything they want, but as part of the effort to determine the wishes of Notre Dame and St. Mary's women, the Intramural Sports office has circulated an interest and attitude questionnaire, and established a Women's Advisory Board on Athletic Program."

"The structure of the department needs to be changed," said Napolitano. "We'd like to get the whole intramural program away from the line. It'll work out, and we do alright now."

The Intramural Sports office has circulated an interest and attitude questionnaire, and established a Women's Advisory Board on Athletic Program. "It's a lot better this year. Competition is better, and the women are taking it more seriously." She explained that last year there were many instances of team forfeiting games and missing practice due to lack of interest. Interhall sports is a great way to meet people from other dorms, and adds to the challenge. Interhall sports is a way to do alright too, and we do alright too.

The women's tennis club, under the direction of coach Carolee Moore, has already recruited in the people—in-club and an inexperienced team," said Moore, "but we're getting stronger in every match. By the spring we should be well underway."

The club is scheduled for seven sets this fall and an equal number in the spring.

"I would like to have levels of intercollegiate teams in the fall—possibly golf, definitely tennis, and maybe basketball. Volleyball and field hockey are natural sports for women's competition," she emphasized, "because most women have high school experience in them. The team sports have a better chance to achieve intercollegiate status than the individual sports."

"It all depends on the talent and a lot of cooperation from a lot of people, plus some coaching," observed Moore. "There's a basic Mid-West Association of Physical Education College Women in Angola this weekend, where national figures will be discussing the whole topic of athletics for the college woman."

"It's a lot better this year. Competition is better, and the women are taking it more seriously." She explained that last year there were many instances of team forfeiting games and missing practice due to lack of interest. Interhall sports is a great way to meet people from other dorms, and adds to the challenge. Interhall sports is a way to do alright too, and we do alright too.

The current program includes such intercollegiate sport, and several club sports are starting their first year at Notre Dame. —

Activities for female students.

The athletic Department is concerned in expanding and improving the women's interhall sports, and we do alright too, added Napolitano. "As far as intramurals are concerned, the women can have anything they want, but we can organize them better." As part of the effort to determine the wishes of Notre Dame and St. Mary's women, the Intramural Sports office has circulated an interest and attitude questionnaire, and established a Women's Advisory Board on Athletic Program. "The structure of the department needs to be changed," said Napolitano. "We'd like to get the whole intramural program away from the line. It'll work out, and we do alright now."

The current program includes such intercollegiate sport, and several club sports are starting their first year at Notre Dame. —

Activities for female students.

The athletic Department is concerned in expanding and improving the women's interhall sports, and we do alright too, added Napolitano. "As far as intramurals are concerned, the women can have anything they want, but we can organize them better." As part of the effort to determine the wishes of Notre Dame and St. Mary's women, the Intramural Sports office has circulated an interest and attitude questionnaire, and established a Women's Advisory Board on Athletic Program. "The structure of the department needs to be changed," said Napolitano. "We'd like to get the whole intramural program away from the line. It'll work out, and we do alright now."

The Intramural Sports office has circulated an interest and attitude questionnaire, and established a Women's Advisory Board on Athletic Program. "It's a lot better this year. Competition is better, and the women are taking it more seriously." She explained that last year there were many instances of team forfeiting games and missing practice due to lack of interest. Interhall sports is a great way to meet people from other dorms, and adds to the challenge. Interhall sports is a way to do alright too, and we do alright too.

The women's tennis club, under the direction of coach Carolee Moore, has already recruited in the people—in-club and an inexperienced team," said Moore, "but we're getting stronger in every match. By the spring we should be well underway."

The club is scheduled for seven sets this fall and an equal number in the spring.
Practice at 5:45 a.m.

Women's novice crew team impress competition

by Val Zurbis
Staff Reporter

In the spring of 1973 the Notre Dame Men's Varsity Crew team had a race in Wisconsin. They were impressed that girls from other schools competed in crew, but their opinions were divided about having a women's crew team here. The men decided to see what kind of female reaction they would get.

On Activities Night the next fall enough girls signed up for crew to justify establishing a Notre Dame Women's Crew Team. This team surprisingly went on to win the Midwestern Lightweight Sprint Championship one year later.

"The team really got started last spring," explained captain Marilyn Crimmons. "We came in fourth at Princeton and 'crepted' (lost synchronization) at home against Nebraska," she related. "Then we traveled to Madison and captured the Midwestern Sprint Championship. We had a perfect season," Crimmons stated.

The Grahas, a graduate student, coaches the girls both morning and afternoon. "I don't see how he has the time with all his courses," commented Crimmons, "but he's a really great coach."

The women's team consists of 9 girls in the varsity boat and 11 novices including the coxsways. They use the same equipment as the men, namely shells, oars and the boat house.

The girls' practice schedule is a rigorous one and demands much team dedication. Monday through Friday the varsity oarswomen rise at 5 a.m. and travel to the crew boathouse on the St. Joseph River. They are on the water from 5:45 to 7:45 a.m.

The novice girls practice in the afternoon. Practice is also held Saturday afternoons unless a meet is scheduled.

The daily five-to-six mile session consists of warm-up, practicing techniques for rowing, sprinting and rowing. A normal spring is 1,000 meters, but the girls row a sprint speed for 2 miles. On Tuesdays and Thursdays the girls also run stadium stairs, and the other days they run three-mile distances.

After the fall season, the girls continue working out three hours a week and run long-distance to keep in shape. Over March break the team travels to Washington, D.C. for spring training. Rowing morning and night out of the Georgetown boathouse on the Potomac River and running afternoon, the girls had a real workout and the experience was very valuable.

Monica Vogel is a freshman and small enough to be a varsity coxswain. The coxswain gives the orders and keeps the girls rowing together. Vogel learned about crew at Activities Night and signed up. "It sounded like fun," she said.

Her workout included rowing and long-distance running to keep her weight down to a maximum of 106 pounds. Vogel doesn't regret joining. "The people are so good. It's a good organization," she remarked.

Veteran Diane Rorveld has been rowing since last spring. She sees crew as an escape. "You don't think about books. Crew is a way to forget studies," she stated.

The crew group receives only $700, so the girls must raise money for equipment and for transportation to away meets. The girls are having a food booth at the Rice game which will sell popcorn balls, hot chocolate, rice krispies bars and s'mores.

The girls are also painting an oar and signing it to be raffled off at the class of '49 alumni reunion. The alumni will sign a football for future raffle purposes. Both teams will continue to sell crew mugs this year.

Last weekend the girls rowed at Michigan State and won by a wide margin over MSU and Grand Valley. Next weekend the team will be competing in Madison against tough opponents—Wisconsin, Nebraska, and Minnesota.

On October 30 there is a men's crew race against the alumni and the novice team meets Grand Valley at home. The varsity girls also decided to row in the important "Class of the Charlies" in Bosston. This race race is three-miles-long and includes teams from all over the east coast.

At first the girls didn't think they were good enough to row three miles straight. But after one rigorous practice, Coach Graham informed them they just rowed at full power for 2 1/2 miles and visions of the "Charlies" reappeared.

The oarswomen are really psyched for this race.

The team will learn the true extent of their abilities next weekend. "The team is getting ready to face every other team in the country," Coach Crimmons emphasized. "I'm pretty confident in the team," he said.

From sweats and bandannas to champions, the Women's Crew Team should become a big part of the female tradition at Notre Dame.

Women's ski, fencing teams sport yearly winning records

By Theresa Stewart
Staff Reporter

The Women's Ski Team, now entering only its third season, has already won the Ohio Governor's Cup Race. Last winter, the women placed third in the meet, while the men placed second in its division.

Stanley Ripcho, president of the ski club and the team, expressed the team spirit. "Women's or men's, it doesn't matter, as long as somebody won."

Their first season, 72-73, with only 3 women, the team came in third in the Ohio Governor's Cup Race, and in the Wisconsin Governor's Cup Race. In 73-74, after ten girls spent part of Christmas break at a training camp in Maine, the team traveled together to five different meets in Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and elsewhere.

With time trials a few days after Christmas break, the women's team selects five regular skiers and appointment to the "A" team. With three returning women skiers from last year, and a large turn out expected for this team, this season promises to be better than the last. Cindy Rebholz, captain of the team, predicted.

Practicing from four to six in the afternoon every weekday, the women prepare for their bouts against such schools as Purdue, Ohio State, Wayne State, Tri-State, and Michigan University. Although competition is usually between women, the ND team also take on the men from Michigan and Tri-State, beating the first and tying the second.

"This was very satisfying to know we can keep pace," Rebholz commented, "But I am very much more coordinated and catch on the foot-work faster, and the men soon surpass us, hitting harder, moving faster."

Coach Michael DeCicco sees the ND women's program looming as a brighter star than the men's Varsity. "Because most women's teams are not as developed as the men's," he notes, "I want to credit the women for the job they've done, they are a close-knit, competitive group of bright young ladies who have done well in fencing," DeCicco said.

Consisting of seven women, (3 ND, 4 SMC) who are returning from last year, and the freshmen participating in a clinic planned for October 18, the team will debute on the University of Wisconsin and six women to travel to out of town meets.

"The Varsity men and the women's club schedules are now almost parallel, except for a Varsity Eastern trip over spring break," Rebholz stated. She projected that one of the goals of the club this year is membership in the National Intercollegiate Women's Fencing Association. "This will enable us to send two women to the Collegiate Championship meets in New York this year."
Monday evening, I came back with friends from a dinner that celebrated my birthday. There was a note awaiting me that said Bob Rieman had been killed in an accident a few hours earlier. "It's impossible," I thought to myself. "People like Bob have too much life in them to die." But friends began dropping by. The news was true; said Bob Rieman was dead from an accident a few hours earlier. "Incidentally," they said, "Happy Birthday." There was a new kind of specialness to the date of October seventh; now it belonged also to Bob, and I wished with all my heart that it had belonged only to me. I thought of Bob walking through the Keenan-Stanford lobby with the little blind girl he tutored, and of the sadness she would feel, and it was dif-ficult to keep back the tears. At midnight, the Club O'Gill (Chez Darby) opened for the first time. There was a graduate student there who had seen the accident. He had touched the body and felt the pulse die under his fingers. Now, after hours, the death was precise and palpable. The profoundness of people, as though afraid to go home and be alone with his memory. A group of Bob's friends from the Insbruck program were there also, huddling together and talking. One of them said: "I know you can't solve the mystery of why it should have happened, but would you mind trying?" Again it was difficult to hold back tears, when I saw the grief of Bob's friends.

On Tuesday evening, a memorial mass for Bob, I used the story from The High King of how Fflewdurr the bard had sprang suddenly from the heart of the fire. The flames had now spread to all the fragrances and colors of the glazes. Two of the most orange and yellow stripes that are met on the bottom of the sculpture by a loop of unfinished clay. Angular Parallel is two thin pieces of wood, covered with canvas, and mounted diagonally on a metal base. However, the sense of lightness which the airy canvas lines attempts to convey is violated by the cumbersome and over-heavy base.

The last piece, approximately six feet tall, is a model of gracefulness. Kremer has combined the lines of his subtle curve which becomes intense in its length.

Kremer's sculpture is minimal art. It is minimal in design and in color. He has subtracted shapes, and necessary elements, and leaves you with just enough linear quality and color. The designs are crisp and strong and economical; they are not organic. They sparkle in the light. Kremer's works reflect the plastic slickness of our culture.

Kremer is very tactful—people want to reach out and touch the shiny surfaces of the ceramics or the rough texture of the unglazed clay. The sculpture is participatory.

For those of you who think the sculpture resembles bathroom fixtures, you are partially right. Kremer says he spent hours studying them and noting how every, every, every had a purpose. They, too, are minimal in design. This proves that you can learn from anything!

Kremer is enthusiastic about clay as a responsive material because of its possibilities of passion, can be a tragedy only in the eyes of the beholder. To think that life must have its fourscore and ten years is to forget that God may need a life still. To think the beauty of its fiery death is better than the beauty of its ambers.

It is thought based on the instrument can never again meet the breakfast table. Cheerfulness of the inquisitive lad, it is once again different to hold back the tears. But nothing is ever lost—never! Not the least drop of ocean, the humbliest speck of dust, The fatal fatal is ugly in winter, but April confirms it in glory. The grain of wheat falls into the earth, and death brings forth new life. If the earth is so careful of its beauty, are there no cherished futures for the sons of heaven whose lives are like the songs and poetry our best poets have written.

Bob Rieman, your silence at this moment does not frighten me of death, I remember the beauty of fire. That beauty, whose loss I mourn at your funeral, is the best promise you could have given that immortality you have never again meet the breakfast table.
Ticket controversy

An Open Letter to Don Bouffard:

Dear Mr. Bouffard:

I would like to apologize to you for the letter that was submitted on my behalf in the Observer of October 12, 1974. In that letter, a misreading on my part concerning student basketball tickets was read to the Morrissey Hall Council, in order to receive the endorsement of the Council.

Certain additions regarding the St. Mary's ticket allotment were suggested. The letter with the additions was endorsed by the Council with the intention of publishing the letter in the Observer.

During the rewriting of the letter to incorporate the additions, the tone was drastically changed. The letter was reworded from a reasonable objection to the new ticket policies to a personal attack. I did not read the amended version before it was submitted to the Observer. As such, I must bear the responsibility.

The letter was supposed to have been a request for you to reconsider (1) the 100 per cent increase in prices and (2) the restrictive allotment policies, both for Notre Dame and St. Mary's students. What I wrote was not phrased properly and was not valid, the method of presentation was in poor taste.

R ich Hogan
Morrissey Hall President

--------------

Dear Editor:

Announcement that prices for student basketball tickets have doubled this year is bad timing: the spiraling inflation rate, Notre Dame's well-known high quality, and the spirit and concern for the student body are already well appreciated.

What Notre Dame failed to take into account was that students deserve a baseline rate of support because of their support for the team. I would not be too familiar with this winter and see that this increase had driven away all of the student support.

For one love basketball, but won't pay for a season ticket that I will only half use. Only 6 of the 14 home games are on Saturdays. The rest of the time when schoolwork is the main work and I, as a college, am too foolish to buy a ticket which you can't use because of school.

This, I suggest, that two seasons ticket packages be offered. One would be for the 14 home games (Princeton, U.C.L.A., Xavier, South Carolina, LaSalle, and Notre Dame) and would cost $46. The other 8 games would go for $16. This would also be a strong benefit to the student support of the basketball team at a price where the student body can really afford the tickets.

A second package would attract only the students who are really behind the students. Not only are they our support, but just the general feeling is that there's somebody who really cares what we think.

I wonder what we would be like if we had to deal with an oppressive company. They might be able to afford a season ticket and not waste money for games they can't see.

Mike Zengd

--------------

An Open Letter to Coach Digger Phelps:

Fact: freshman year... 2 -

...Unwilling student support at Notre Dame. 

Fact: junior year... one 

...Unwilling student support

Fact: senior year... will faith- 

fully follow the team on WNDU 

radio.

Digger, is it worth it? Can UCLA conceivably be topped without the mass hysteria students supplied? (Think back to UCLA at L.A.) Is it realistic to think that we can attain an NCAA berth without strong, vocal student support? It would be folly to think that the head basketball coach at Notre Dame could not extend his influence over the "powers that be" to remedy the situation in some way, shape, or form. Digger, when we lost the NIT, the student body was at the circle to meet you. In closing I would like to ask what does this school cater to: the money-hungry desires of a few "stool" individuals or the feelings and concerns of those who are intimately involved?

Ben Marshal

--------------

An Open Letter to Fr. Leslie, Mr. Macchea, Mr. Doherty, Ms. Beschi:

...is the role of ad- 

ministration and student life support.

Really keep it up! From all the other correspondence I've heard, they're all in total agreement. Everyone some campus problem is everyone else's first one and really behind the students. Not only are they our support, but just the general feeling is that there's somebody who really cares what we think.

I wonder what we would be like if we had to deal with an oppressive company. They might be able to afford a season ticket and not waste money for games they can't see.

Mike Savino '75

--------------

An Open Letter to Don Traynor '75

The members of Howard Hall were most unhappy with the letter to the editor written by our counterpart from Morrissey concerning basketball season tickets for this season.

They felt that the University immediately recon- cile theORA and the restrictive allocations policies. We further propose a campus-wide boycott of season tickets unless positive and direct action is taken by the University.

Howard Hall

--------------

Dear Mr. Bouffard:

I never get a call in the middle of the night without remembering that one some years back in Washington, D.C. I was working as a prince chaplain at the National Training School for Boys, an institution known as a past correctional institution for boys between the ages of 15 and 19. It has since been closed. Every so often, I would receive a call from Mrs. M. H., a past resident in Morgantown, W.Va., named the Robert Kennedy Youth Center; but for years countless Holy Cross men had worked there, some as seminarians and priests and some as laymen.

Every so often I would get a call, either from one of the prisoners who had been there, as in this case, from one of their friends who had been given my name.

The voice on the line said: "I got your name and number from Steve. He said I could call you if I got in D.C. he told you he'd help me out. But you've got to promise you won't call the cops or anything," and in the background was the sound of crying coming from behind the door. I thought to myself, "in following my directions he arrived at our house. But he wasn't alone. There were four of them—two boys and two girls. They were looking for food and shelter for the night.

Since it was about 3 in the morning and they were so beat, I didn't attempt much beyond providing something to eat and the necessary shelter, for them to be able to continue sleeping in our recreation room. They did say that they were from Iowa, and were going to get a little vacation trip to see our nation's capital.

I hadn't noticed that the car they were driving had Pennsylvania plates. I discovered that the next day; and a lot more besides.

I had noticed the night before that one of the girls, "Marybeth," seemed rather frightened; and when she told me her story, it wasn't hard to understand why she was so frightened.

She hadn't known the two guys at all, really. Her girl friend had dated one of them, a fellow at U.C.L.A., and had asked her about "on a little ride." At first she hadn't protested when they took her; but it was going to be more than a little pleasure cruise around town. "After all," she said, "I had nothing to stick around home for; my mother, divorced, war is the only one. I mustn't care what that a 10.

I got a call from the local Greyhound station. When I arrived, we sat down and couldn't figure out why she did what she did. I got a car and tried to follow them; but this was to be no chase, as the two boys made me shoplift for food... and other stuff that they sold for extra money. We drove as far as Pennsylvania before the car gave out; then Jimmie just pushed it over a cliff, the last few miles. They refused to pay for a season ticket, but in the end, I used a beer bottle, knocking him unconscious. He then dragged him over to the side of the road and rolled him into the ditch. I went crazy. I shot them. Then the two boys made us shoplift for food, and that poor guy lying in the ditch. Jimmie and Ken dragged me to the car, and we took off... Then we came here. You gotta help me. I got out of there."

When we returned to the room, Jimmie announced that they would be going to head east; they had money. And it was necessary for at least until I began to find out some things. First of all, the car we were in was stolen. Then I learned that two boys had been using the shop for food: and other stuff that they sold for extra money. We made as far as Pennsylvania before the car gave out; then Jimmie just pushed it over a cliff, the last few miles. They refused to pay for a season ticket, but in the end, I used a beer bottle, knocking him unconscious. He then dragged him over to the side of the road and rolled him into the ditch. I went crazy. I shot them. Then the two boys made us shoplift for food, and that poor guy lying in the ditch. Jimmie and Ken dragged me to the car, and we took off... Then we came here. You gotta help me. I got out of there."

When we returned to the room, Jimmie announced that they would be going to head east; they had money. And it was necessary for at least until I began to find out some things. First of all, the car we were in was stolen. Then I learned that two boys had been using the shop for food: and other stuff that they sold for extra money. We made as far as Pennsylvania before the car gave out; then Jimmie just pushed it over a cliff, the last few miles. They refused to pay for a season ticket, but in the end, I used a beer bottle, knocking him unconscious. He then dragged him over to the side of the road and rolled him into the ditch. I went crazy. I shot them. Then the two boys made us shoplift for food, and that poor guy lying in the ditch. Jimmie and Ken dragged me to the car, and we took off... Then we came here. You gotta help me. I got out of there."

The members of Howard Hall were most unhappy with the letter to the editor written by our counterpart from Morrissey concerning basketball season tickets for this season.

They felt that the University immediately reconcile the ora and the restrictive allocations policies. We further propose a campus-wide boycott of season tickets unless positive and direct action is taken by the University.

Howard Hall

fr. bill tocheey
SMC discusses alcohol guidelines

by Pattie Cooney
Contributing Editor

With all the commotion surrounding the liquor law of Indiana, many St. Mary's students are wondering exactly how it affects them on campus.

According to the student manual, no alcohol is allowed in the residence halls. Persons 21 years of age and older may have alcohol in their rooms but it must remain sealed. A revision of the liquor rules is under consideration.

The St. Mary's Student Assembly passed a resolution that would permit 21-year-olds to drink in the residence halls. “My only concern is the possible legal ramifications,” said Stevie Wernig, assistant to the vice president of student affairs.

“Authorities could get us for contributing to the delinquency of minors, if the resolution doesn’t have safeguards in it. We must be able to control the situation within the state law,” she explained.

The resolution modifying the alcohol guidelines must be approved by the Student Affairs Committee, Student Affairs Council and Dr. William Hickey, acting president of St. Mary's College.

St. Mary's has already experimented in giving their 21-year-old students a chance to prove themselves. The senior picnic sponsored by the ND-SMC senior classes was held at St. Mary's in September. “I honestly believe that if you place trust in students and they believe in your trust, they will take the responsibility, and not misplace the confidence you have in them,” commented Dr. Mary Alice Cannon, vice-president of Student Affairs.

“The senior picnic is a perfect example,” she noted. “We took the necessary precautions like checking IDs and keeping the beer in a controlled area. Everyone cooperated and it was a good time was had by all,” Cannon said.

During the Octoberfest, on Wednesday, October 16, a “Beer Garden will be set up in the coffin shop of the SMC dining hall. "Beer will be confined to the

(continued on p. 13)
Decisions reduced to halls

Party rulings: concern at SMC

(continued from p. 12)

coffeeshop and may not be taken upstair or outside. No one will be
allowed in the coffeeshop who isn't
involved in the coffeeshop and may not be taken
or any place a large

(continued from

Cannon and Hickey, and is
spon-

sored by the SMC social com-

mission. As the situation stands now, any
large party involving a whole hall
or any place a large number of people are expected, approval for
the function must come from
Student Affairs "When things are
not blown out of proportion, more
can be accomplished," noted
Wernig.
For smaller functions individual
hall councils may set up their own
rules within the college guidelines.
"We try to reduce decisions to the
lowest levels, as close to the
student as possible. It's better for
everyone if the students


Wernig agreed. An
example of this policy is the hall-

quiet regulation. Previously hall-
quiet was the same for everyone;
now individual sections. If the noise
from one wing disturbs those on
another, the problem will be

handled by those involved.

Sex Offense Staff formed and presents
seminars on rape at St. Mary's College

by Trish Terlook

The Sex Offense Staff (S.O.S.) of the
Women's Committee on Sex
Offenses has handled 45 rape
reports with victims ranging in
ages from three to 30, during the
past eight months.
S.O.S. presented an informal
seminar entitled "Rape Crisis
Intervention," in McCandless Hall
Tuesday, October 22. The seminar
was given by "Gail," an S.O.S. represen-
tative. It was stated that she preferred to keep
her surname confidential because
women active in groups such as
S.O.S. have often become rape
targets.

Sunshine Promotions Presents
An Evening Of Boston Boogie
Featuring
AEROSMITH

and from Montreal ...

MAHOGANY RUSH
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20, 7:30 P.M.
MORRIS CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Downtown South Bend
TICKETS: $5.00 ADVANCE,
$6.00 DAY OF CONCERT AT
STUDENT UNION TICKET OFFICE,
MORRIS CIVIC BOX OFFICE
AND BOOGIE RECORDS.

The major issue some are
concemed about is the regulation of
parties. The only hall that has
set up more specific party
guidelines is Le Mans. "Actually
we haven't done anything dif-
ferent, we're just clarifying
already existing rules said Brenda
Lardy, LeMans hall rector.
"For instance," she con-
tinued, "during parties all men
must be escorted upstairs, which
holds true for all halls. The only
addition the Hall Council made was
that people having a large party
send someone down to the desk
to help the girls on duty sign the
intake form," said Lardy.
Plans for a large party (section
party) should be made known to all
residents in that section. "The
main reason the council passed
the guidelines is to help girls who don't
speak up for themselves when
there is a large party in their
section," observed Lardy. I
don't want to be in the middle, if
someone has a complaint. All
objections should be worked out
before the party, by those in-

involved," she said.

The relaxed atmosphere came
about due to a change in the
philosophy of the administrators.
Ten years ago and even four years
ago, the guiding principle among
administrators was to keep parents
informed. This was true of

many colleges and universities,
especially private ones. Gradually
this attitude relaxed to some
degree, but has not been removed
entirely.
"Those of us in Student Affairs at
St. Mary's subscribe to the
Student Development Theory,"
Cannon said. "In implementing
this philosophy we must create a
climate for students to have more
responsibility, to decide things at
the grass roots level," she ex-

plained.
"Right now we are working on a
Residence Hall Program to bring
classes and other activities into
the dorm," Wenig said. "For
example various activities could
be carried on in different dorms
during the week. The faculty and
students could get to know one
another in a more informal at-
mosphere," she further explained.
"Another important part of the
theory is respect for students' privacy.
We are not here to spy on them or dictate to them," Cannon
pointed out. "Again if some
conflict arises ideally we would
like to handle it on a lower level
rather than impose a regimen of
behavior rules," she said. "A good
deal depends on the respect for and
confidence in the students. So far
our students have shown they are
worthy of this respect," Cannon
concluded.

When "Hotline" receives a call
reporting a rape they put the

victim in contact with the S.O.S.
volunteer on call, or, if the victim
seems willing to go to the hospital,
the S.O.S. volunteer will meet her
t here. The Sex Offense Staff began
with 13 volunteers, but the number
has now decreased to 11 volunteers
who are on call 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.

Three more seminars given by
S.O.S. are scheduled for October
24 in LeMans Hall, October 24 in Holy

Regina Hall. All seminars will
begin at 6:30 p.m.

Sunshine Promotions Presents
An Evening Of Boston Boogie
Featuring
AEROSMITH

and from Montreal ...

MAHOGANY RUSH
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20, 7:30 P.M.
MORRIS CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Downtown South Bend
TICKETS: $5.00 ADVANCE,
$6.00 DAY OF CONCERT AT
STUDENT UNION TICKET OFFICE,
MORRIS CIVIC BOX OFFICE
AND BOOGIE RECORDS.

WEEKEND JOB
Indiana's Largest Lake Developer
Needs Several Ambitious Seniors
Or Grad Students To Work Weekends
Thru October Near Lake Wawasee.
Gas Paid. Free Housing.
Minimum $50
CALL C. STONE (219) 636-7189

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

A representative of the Admissions Office will be on campus Friday,
October 18, 1974 to discuss the Master of Business Administration
degree program with students interested in management careers.

Appointments to meet with James F. Filgas, Director of Student
Services, may be made through the Placement Bureau.

The MBA degree program is a two-year course widely recognized as
preparation for careers in, the management of business, government
and other organizations.
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This coat does it...for you. You
could get along without one, but for
this modest price why fight it? In
burgundy or green, sizes S,M,L,SL.
Lawsuit threatens six O-C students

(continued from page 3)

fulfill the terms of the contract. These terms involved a substantial renovation of the upstairs of the house, which the students were to inhabit. The terms of the lease spell out in detail the obligations of landlord Milliken in this renovation, and they state that all work on the house was to be completed by the time the students moved in, August 23. The six students and Milliken both agree that the renovations were not completed by August 23, nor were they completed by the time the students decided to move out and find another home off-campus.

But Milliken, in an informal meeting with Tallarida and the six students held Sept. 23, the University argued that his former tenants had not "given me enough time" to fulfill his contractual obligations. Also present at the meeting were Mayette Tallarida's assistant Tom Wilson, student legal aid representative Joe Cassini, student body president and vice president Pat McGlaughlin and Frank Flanagan respectively, and student government off-campus commissioner Stan Cardenas.

Milliken's and Mayette's argument at that meeting centered on the issue of "reasonableness," which they held to be a key idea in the dispute. "Delays of this sort are not unusual," said Mayette. "In other contractual agreements I've seen delays of severalmonths." The main issues in the dispute, summarizing up Mayette, were "reasonable effort vs. negligence," and the question of good faith, on the part of landlord Milliken. Mayette added that "I know the standards of this community," and he said that if legal action was taken by either party, "I believe we would win." University attorney Philip Facenda holds the contrary view, said Tallarida, who advised them as to their liabilities and possible course of action to the tenants.

Mayette's case will rest on the advantage of the landlord over the tenant, under Indiana law, said Tallarida, where the relevant statutes date back to the last century. In Tallarida's words, Indiana's statutory position on the landlord-tenant relationship is that "the minute you walk into the house, you're accepting it," which releases the landlord of liability, he said.

At the Sept. 23 meeting, Milliken proposed just that, telling the students that they had told him in August that they were "pleased" with the progress made on the house up to that point. Mayette charged that by living in the house the students had accepted the house as it was and "waived all right" to demand a speedy completion of the renovation.

Tallarida said yesterday that in their countersuit, the students will charge that "There are other things involved which take the issue out of that perspective." The "other things" would include a special responsibility a landlord has towards student tenants to make the house reasonably habitable and secure for students (during the summer months the house in question was twice burglarized), and the fact that Milliken detailed his own responsibilities in renovating the house in the lease.

Mayette, who argued that the students extended his client and extra period of time in which to complete renovation, accused them of being "precipitous" in moving out of the house.

The students had first consulted Joe Cassini of the Legal Aid Service offered by Notre Dame's Law School, who advised them as to their liabilities and possible courses of legal action, but did not recommend any particular course of action to the tenants. At the Sept. 23 meeting Milliken and Mayette offered a "compromise," which was in effect that the students either move back into the unfinished house or financially satisfy landlord Milliken, who claimed that he stood to lose more than $1800 if nothing was done.

The students rejected the offer as "totally unacceptable" and the meeting broke up soon thereafter. "Everything depends on what Mr. Mayette does now," said Tallarida yesterday. "Whether he'll sue or not is up to him; I tried to deter him from it over the phone during the half-hour conversation we had. However, if he does sue as he says he is going to do, (the students involved) will bring a countersuit.

In that case, added Tallarida, the Office of Off-Campus Housing will remain in the dispute as an "amicus curiae," or friend of the court. "I'm going to fight along with them right down the wire," promised Tallarida. "Should they win, it would have great repercussions for all our off-campus students."
Rice rally

(continued from page 16)

winner. Also speaking will be sports
announcer Kyle Rote who will be
made an honorary member of the
Notre Dame team during a half-
time ceremony at Saturday’s
game. Rote is being honored
because of his exploits performed
while playing for SMU against
Notre Dame. In the season finale,
he carried the ball for 110 yards
passed for another 140 kicked
punts that averaged 46 yards, and
scored three touchdowns in a 27-27
losing effort.

Closing the rally will be senior
fullback, Wayne Bullock and
defensive line coach, Joe Yonto.

Notre Dame. In the season finale,
scored three touchdowns in a
game. Rote is being honored
while playing for

tryouts for
tuesday

的声音, 女声. 女声. 女声

Junior class

Kubikathering

The junior classes of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s are
sponsoring a social gathering this afternoon. The get-together will
be located at Kubik’s Tavern in Michigan, between 3:30 and 6:30 pm.

Augie Grace, president of the ND
Junior class said that the purpose of
the “Happy Hour” will cost $1.50, a
savings of one dollar off the
regular cost. There is no organized transportation to the
tavern.

2 GA tix for Rice.

2 GA tix for Rice game. call
284-4371

2 GA tix for Pitt game. Mary
Beth 4744

2 GA tix for Miami game. call
Tom 3899

2 GA tix for USC game. call
364-3385

Belatif! The class is making its first-
trip ever to ND. Desperately need
4 GA pit tickets. Call 3645

Disperately need 3 GA tickets to
Miami. Call Tom 2898

Wanted: 4 Army GA tix. Call
John or Kathy 382-1168

Wanted: 4 GA Army tix. Call
John or Kathy 382-1168

Henry also commented that the
Notre Dame experience is different
because of the social aspect of
college. The activity is only a “one
of a kind” event, stating that it will be
evaluated to see if there is any reason to
continue.

Pitchers of beer during the
Happy Hour will cost $1.50, a
savings of one dollar off the
regular cost. There is no organized transportation to the
tavern.
The Irish Eye

Football picks

The excitement of college football stems, in part, from some of the great rivalries that develop from year to year. Purdue-Michigan is in a way. There are no comparisons in the NFL to the traditional Notre Dame-USC, Michigan-Ohio State, Alabama-LSU and Oklahoma-Nebraska clashes. And this is just to mention a few. These games have to be won and, although some may lack the attention, none lack the fierce rivalry of head-to-head competition. This week is no exception. In the South, Kansas State meets Kansas State, Michigan faces Michigan State, Texas battles Oklahoma, UCLA takes on Stanford, Texas A&M and Texas Tech get together and, in the Midwest, Michigan State plays Michigan. Finally, Saturday, begins week No. 7.

The Illini made the fast fade last week against just as difficult as trying to stop Dickey has them doing some pretty exciting things, but tomorrow should be closer to downright drudgery. Illinois by corps, while the young secondary has a great deal of experience, none lack the fierceness of head-to-head, competition. This is the third meeting between the two teams since Parseghian's co-captain Ara Parseghian. There is no telling what AI Conover will do next. The Irish are out to make the field, and has exceptional speed and quickness. The defense remains intact, with last week's star, linebacker Greg Corgan, and it promises to make an exciting visit.

They're a dangerous team," says Ara, and it promises to make an exciting visit.

Ara recently added "and of course Al Conover's vocabulary.

Ara recently adds "and of course Al Conover's vocabulary. The big man is Cornelius Walker, the Owl's All-American candidate at nose guard. The 6-2, 250lb. senior co-captain was a consensus All-Southwest Conference selection last season, and has anchored the Owl's defense so far this season.

"Walker, without question, is an All-American candidate," says Ara. He's had a number of spectacular games. Only they don't all go on the field. ND by 21.

Michigan State at Michigan: This continuing battle for Michigan football supremacy has been a lost cause for the Spartans of late. It should be just as bad this time. The Wolverines had a scare last week and only won in Oxford by a score of 14-10. Michigan by 10.

Baylor at Arkansas: The Baylor Bears have been having the time of their lives so far this season. The Razorbacks are making it just one of those two big games. The Owls have yet to win a game at home. Rice has yet to win a game. The Owls led LSU two weeks ago and there's nothing to say what Al Conover will do next. The Owls are out to make the field, the field, and has exceptional speed and quickness. This will be good practice for the Hoosiers. Their next three games are against Purdue, Ohio State and Notre Dame-USC, Michigan-Ohio State, Alabama-LSU and Oklahoma-Nebraska clashes. And this is just to mention a few. Walker, the Owl's leading receiver, and the nation's sixth leading receiver contributed a prime ingredient in the superb defensive effort against Indiana last week. They all come together to form a defensive front seven very, very bases in anticipation of this week's game. Rice's leading receiver is junior leading rusher this season, and the Owls should face no shortage of quality talent in the offensive line. The defense remains intact, with last week's star, linebacker Greg Corgan, who's been invited to attend the Irish pep rally. The rally has been set aside to try to inspire his team up and over to the championship game. If the defense can hold tight, Conover won't hesitate to utilize the Irish will have to be prepared for anything.

Art Best should, according to Parseghian, "make a significant contribution in this week's game." This week is the twenty-fifth anniversary of Frank Leahy's 1949 National Championship. The Rice pep rally has been set aside to honor that undefeated, untied team. All the members of the squad have been invited to attend the rally as special guests. Lew Hart was co-captain of the '49 team and a Heisman Trophy winner. The Irish will have to be prepared for anything.

Art Best should, according to Parseghian, "make a significant contribution in this week's game." This week is the twenty-fifth anniversary of Frank Leahy's 1949 National Championship. The Rice pep rally has been set aside to honor that undefeated, untied team. All the members of the squad have been invited to attend the rally as special guests. Lew Hart was co-captain of the '49 team and a Heisman Trophy winner. The Irish will have to be prepared for anything.

If the Irish try to stop Rice means' "trading to defend against wide-open, multiple offense Conover has devised for his Owls. "What concerns me about the Rice offense is their speed," says Ara. "They run just about every play." Leading the Owl's attack is junior CB Claude Reed, who took the controlling for the first time against LSU, completing 12 of 23 passes for 169 yards. He has an excellent pair of targets in receivers Ed Loften and Kenneth Roy, who have combined for a total of 290 yards in receptions so far this season.

Scrappy Gary Ferguson, the Owl's leading rusher this season, will start at halfback. His partner in the backfield will be fullback John Coleman. The Owl's most exciting runner, however, is speedy sophomore James Sykes. The dazzling kickoff return specialist was second in the nation last year in kickoff returns as a freshman. He has chalked up three 95+ yard returns in his college career, including a 97 yarder three weeks ago against Cincinnati.

They all come together to form a defensive front seven very, very bases in anticipation of this week's game. Rice's leading receiver is junior leading rusher this season, and the Owls should face no shortage of quality talent in the offensive line. The defense remains intact, with last week's star, linebacker Greg Corgan, who's been invited to attend the Irish pep rally. The rally has been set aside to try to inspire his team up and over to the championship game. If the defense can hold tight, Conover won't hesitate to utilize the Irish will have to be prepared for anything.

"We should be prepared for a more conservative game, buttoning up so we wouldn't make any first half errors," says Parseghian. "We have a great deal of respect for the Owl's offense. If they can hold tight, Conover won't hesitate to utilize the Irish will have to be prepared for anything.

Art Best should, according to Parseghian, "make a significant contribution in this week's game." This week is the twenty-fifth anniversary of Frank Leahy's 1949 National Championship. The Rice pep rally has been set aside to honor that undefeated, untied team. All the members of the squad have been invited to attend the rally as special guests. Lew Hart was co-captain of the '49 team and a Heisman Trophy winner. The Irish will have to be prepared for anything.

Rice rally set for seven tonight

This year is the twenty-fifth anniversary of Frank Leahy's 1949 National Championship. The Rice pep rally has been set aside to honor that undefeated, untied team. All the members of the squad have been invited to attend the rally as special guests. Lew Hart was co-captain of the '49 team and a Heisman Trophy winner. The Irish will have to be prepared for anything.